















Inference Engine Based Instruction Method
for Business Mathematics 
and its Questionnaires Results
Yukari Shirota
In my business mathematics class, I conduct my original heuristics titled ?Inference
Engine Simulating Method" so that students can solve mathematics problems by simulating
the inference engine system. In the method, the students in advance have to construct two
kinds of rule databases in their heads; one is a mathematics rule database where mathemat-
ics formulas are stored and another is an economics rule database where economics theo-
ries are stored. Given a mathematics word problem, the students will firstly find the most
important keyword among the words. Then with the keyword, they will retrieve the rule
databases to collect the related rules. Secondly, the students conduct the deductive reason-
ing on the rules to find the relationship between the given data in the problem words and
the unknown. In my business mathematics lectures, I have used this Inference Engine
Based Instruction Method. To analyze the effects of this method, I conducted the question-
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